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I am a designer of policies, services, and experiences. 
Helping teams make things better for all service users  
is why I get out of bed in the morning.

In my current role I have two jobs. The second is getting 
customers to invest in large digital transformation projects. 
The first is helping my teams stay skilled, energised and 
excited about their work helping our customers. Getting 
both of those right requires a clear vision.

When I’m not arm-waving and evangelising, I am busy 
creating multichannel service and product experiences.  

My client-side experience has lead me to ground my 
UX work in customer experience and customer service 
processes. This means that not only do I lead the creation 
of jaw-dropping products that customers fall in love 
with, I’m also mindful to connect business analysis and 
management information with analytics and commercial 
insight for more accountable results.

 For the same reason, I extend context-of-use analysis 
beyond the screen to include call-centre operations and 
other difficult-to-manage touchpoints, considering them in 
light of real business constraints.

Hello. My name is Dug. I was asked by a colleague whether experience design was an art or a science. I put my reply in a talk which I 
delivered to the BCS. I led the audience through a live cognitive psychology experiment (a demo of anchoring 

and adjustment) and explained how important love and empathy were to great experience creation.
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What’s it like to work with me?
Director 
Marks & Spencer Digital

“Dug is a visionary regarding the holistic 
customer experience, in particular with 
regards to pushing forward new forms 
of interaction and value exchange with 
customers”

Senior Vice President 
Accenture

“Dug and I worked together for two years 
to create the Avanade Digital business in 
the UK. He did an outstanding job. He built 
a team from scratch, opened a number of 
new accounts and developed a pan Global 
network for the UK business. Perhaps most 
importantly, despite significant challenges, 
he started the company’s change journey 
towards thinking about our customers’ 
problems in a user-centred way.”

Head of Design  
HMRC Digital

“Knowledgeable, funny, geeky, articulate, 
artistic, and passionate - not just about 
user experience but about changing the 
world through empowering people to use 
technology to do what THEY want to do. 
One of the most remarkable people I have 
had the opportunity to work with.”

Executive Design Leadership 
EPAM San Francisco

“Dug was tirelessly driven in the pursuit of 
delivering the best customer experience 
possible for Orange customers. His 
attention to the detail of the final design 
as well as the most efficient process for 
managing its creation and communicating 
his ideas exceeded expectation. A valuable 
member to any group or team working on 
cutting edge User Interface and customer 
experience design across any platform.”

CTO  
Tesco.com 

“Dug is a passionate and 
innovative advocate for the 
customer experience. His 
technical knowledge is a 
strength in creating agile 
solutions and engaging with 
the IT function”

Director,  
Aspect Consulting

“Dug delivers. He 
understands the gulf 
between technology 
capabilities and user needs; 
and always finds a way to 
cross it”

(Recommendations from Linkedin: https://uk.linkedin.com/in/goodlookslikethis)
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Defra Livestock Information Programme
Project situation
The LIP programme had been running for a little over two years when I 
joined the team as Lead Service Designer. 

While many talented professionals where involved, there was no ‘glue’ 
holding them together and helping them to grow. In particular, there 
was little or no understanding of the “diverge/converge” design thinking 
process, and no guiding roadmap to bring together IT, data, policy and 
design workstreams. The design team was large and included four user 
researchers but had no framework with which to usefully frame their 
insights and develop them into initiatives. 

Action and outcomes
I engaged on multiple levels, acting as trusted advisor to the leadership 
team, influencing stakeholders as appropriate, training the product team 
leads, mentoring, coaching, and transfering knowledge to the design team. 

I communicated a programme-wide ‘tube map’ to explain to everyone what 
had to be done. First, I guided the team through a strategy phase to agree 
on the actual problem to solve and the strategic themes to focus on. After 
that, I guided the teams through a four-phase ‘double-diamond’ design 
process resulting in the delivery of a series of successful prototypes and an 
agreed specification for the service MVP.

Activities
Stakeholder management 
Strategy and planning 
Workshop facilitation 
Primary user research 
As-is/to-be gap analysis 
Agile ceremony design 
Team mentoring 
Service blueprinting 
HTML coding

Above: Service design process showing organisational silos 
expressed as tube lines. Overlain graphics: Vision Canvas; 

Journey flow diagram; prototype for user testing.
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HMRC Personal Tax Account rethink

Project situation
The HMRC “Personal Tax Account” was suffering from a number of 
existential challenges. Owners and managers could not identify exactly 
what problem the service solved, nor could they pinpoint any specific 
needs it addressed. 

Over time, it had become a portalised dumping ground for elements of tax 
code communications, PAYE, and pensions information display. This lack of 
clear purpose led the leadership team to kick off a phase of visioning work 
and I was recruited to lead this exploration.

Action and outcomes
I was engaged as a service designer working across teams in the Newcastle 
Digital Delivery Centre. In order to bring together a large and complex 
network of stakeholders, I created design tools and led teams through 
strategy workshops: problem space; purpose definition; and vision canvas. 
These workshops resulted in greater clarity and a much simpler purpose 
statement centred on reducing costs while building citizen trust. 

With the vision successfully in place, I expressed the as-is/to-be gaps 
in a series of service blueprints and wrote the next phase briefing with 
technical architects, business and delivery teams.

Activities
Stakeholder management 
Strategy and planning 
Workshop facilitation 
As-is/to-be gap analysis 
Team coaching and knowledge transfer 
Service blueprinting

May June July Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb MarchApril April

PAYE role at 
SERCO starts

SERCO role 
ends

PAYE role at 
ASDA starts

PAYE role at 
Tesco starts

Tesco role 
ends

Benefits incorrectly 
carried from 

previous contract

Allowance assigned 
to wrong PAYE role

Bank account: June pay 
is short so direct debits fail

Taxpayer action

Onstage contact
(employee actions)

Back-stage contact
(employee actions)

Support processes

Master status of 
data accuracy

Bank account: Oct pay is 
short so rent check bounces

Physical evidence SERCO sends P60
end-of-tax-year statement

receive 
P11D from 
employer

worker gives SERCO 
P45 from previous 
emp. Data is good

HMRC processes 
assign SERCO 
benefits to ASDA role 
so #fail

ASDA 
sends 
notification of 
employee in 
PAYE role

Write to master

CSR appraises 
and requests 
Back-Office fix

Prev deleted role 
incorrectly added by 
HMRC so customer 
3x roles #fail

HMRC does not 
stop SERCO role

SERCO 
sends 
notification of 
employee in 
PAYE role

Tesco sends 
notification of 
employee in 
PAYE role

Tesco 
sends P60

Serco HR 
issues P45

ASDA batch job sends 
P11D to HMRC late and 
triggers incorrect 
allocation of allowance

HMRC coding run (P2; P800)HMRC P11D processing HMRC Issues P800s

Customer visits PTA 
online to review 
employment details

HMRC Batch 
corrects estimate in 
NPS based on 
correct allocation

Bank account: Jan pay is 
short so direct debit fails

Line of interaction

Line of visibility

Line of internal interaction

Customer calls to 
complain about her 
pay-check

Back-office restores
correct benefits data

Customer calls to 
complain about her 
rent. CSR explains 
error with SERCO 
being on file

CSR appraises 
and requests 
Back-Office fix

Change to 
data in PTA 
occurs with 
no alerts

Employer 
details
corrected

HMRC 
issues P2 (coding notice)

Customer calls to 
complain about her 
pay being short. 
CSR explains tax 
code glitch

CSR appraises 
and requests 
Back-Office fix

Allowance correctly 
re-allocated

May June July Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb MarchApril April

PTA data-
check 
triggered

PAYE role at 
SERCO starts

SERCO role 
ends

PAYE role at 
ASDA starts

PAYE role at 
Tesco starts

Tesco role 
ends

Customer is not 
registered for data 
notifs: No SMS

Benefits incorrectly 
carried from previous 

contract

Allowance assigned to 
wrong employment 

Bank account: June pay 
is short so direct debits fail

Taxpayer action

Onstage contact
(employee actions)

Back-stage contact
(employee actions)

Support processes

Master status of 
data accuracy

Bank account: Oct pay normal as 
employer data corrected in time

Physical evidence SERCO sends P60
end-of-tax-year statement

receive 
P11D from 
employer

worker gives SERCO 
P45 from previous 
emp. Data is good

HMRC processes 
assign SERCO 
benefits to ASDA role 
so #fail

ASDA 
sends 
notification of 
employee in 
PAYE role

PTA 
data-flag 
is set

Write to master

CSR advises cust. to 
register. She visits PTA 
online and registers 
for data updates

PTA data-
check 
triggered

CSR appraises 
and requests 
Back-Office fix

Prev deleted role 
incorrectly added by 
HMRC so customer 
3x roles #fail

HMRC adds SERCO 
as an employer #fail

Cust receives 
SMS to review 
change to data 
record

PTA data-
check 
triggered

Corrected 
employer 
data recvd

SERCO 
sends 
notification of 
employee in 
PAYE role

Tesco
sends 
notification of 
employee in 
PAYE role

Employer details
corrected

Tesco 
sends P60

Serco HR 
issues P45

ASDA batch job sends P11D to 
HMRC (confirmation of taxable 
benefits) late and triggers 
incorrect allocation of allowance

HMRC coding run (P2; P800)HMRC P11D processing HMRC Issues P800s

Customer visits 
PTA online
to correct 
allocation

Cust receives SMS to review 
change to allowance allocation

PTA data-
check 
triggered

Correct. 
receiv’d

Allowance correctly allocated

HMRC Batch 
corrects estimate in 
NPS based on 
correct allocation

Correct data ensures 
no P2s are issued

Line of interaction

Line of visibility

Line of internal interaction

Customer calls to 
complain about her 
pay-check

Customer corrects employer 
name and end dates 
using link built into Sage mail

Back-office restores
correct benefits data

“As-is” and “to-be” service design blueprints of the Personal Tax Account service showing 
“moments of truth”. These include: Registration for alerts will avoid call centre interactions; 

Reduced data errors will avoid triggering notification letters and ensuing support calls.  
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An Roinn Coimirce Sóisialaí (Dept. of Social Protection)
Project situation
This is the first time I helped a public sector customer execute a new kind 
of service design project: Agile service innovation sprints. The challenge 
from the Irish Department for Social Protection was that the team of 
inspectors were all over sixty and therefore would not tolerate a digital 
transformation. The fear was not only would the team simply refuse to 
use any new services but even if they did, the cost and time to train the 
workforce would be prohibitive.

Action and outcomes
Service design director. I framed the solution, defined our strategy and 
led the engagement. I engaged a team of two business analysts and three 
UX researchers and acted as a designer, shadowing workers, running 
interviews, creating workshop assets (including inventing new tools like 
“which one is true”) participating in codesign and presenting our findings to 
the department’s leadership.

Activities
Define agency proposition and approach
Stakeholder management 
Primary research
Shadowing (day in the life study)
Validation and codesign workshops
Creative direction (for finished UI) 
Prototyping

Statement A:

Automatic number plate 
recognition  (ANPR) systems 
and/or an integrated 
cameraphone solution for 
capturing/processing number 
plates would be useful to 
inspectors.

Statement B:

Inspectors have no need for an 
ANPR or integrated cameraphone 
solution for capturing/processing 
number plates. Any proposed 
system would NOT be useful to 
inspectors and as such would 
provide poor value for money.

Assumption 1: Number plate information
Which statement is true?  Please discuss and pass your judgement.

I created a new “cultural probe” design tool (“which one is 
true”). The outcome was insights fed into codesign were 
already approved by the users so they were more likely to 
adopt the services based on them.

The DSP told us employees worked in different contexts  
so my team shadowed inspectors in urban, suburban and 
rural offices to ensure we took account of a full range of 
service usage contexts.

The “initiate new claim” user journey moved across a 
number of actors and channels. I identified issues like the 
mountain of paper forms built into the process and the 
many multiple, non-synchronised tasks. 

A new kind of business and service design consultancy 
engagement, the agile service innovation sprint. Sprints 
cycle rapidly between three phases, observe; validate; 
codesign. Checkpoints happen every two weeks.

Codesign outputs were mapped to insights using my “insight to experience” framework. I grouped the elements of the 
proposed solutions into design patterns. The customer had expressed a need to know “what app should I build?” and 
understanding the potential for both high adoption and high re-use was helpful for them. Once we had a candidate, that 
app was prototyped.

Inspector “scheduling tool” with appointment status. This 
design was generated by the public servants (inspectors) 
themselves and tuned to their specific needs.

Civil servants very quickly overcame their initial reluctance 
to participate in hands-on codesign sessions. These were 
interset with “show and tell” sessions as we progressed.
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Barclays workplace pensions
Project situation
This is one of those projects where things went strangely (starting in 
the wrong place, most of the work was done at 3am) but ended up with 
fabulous results. The challenge from the client was how to promote the 
uptake by their customers’ employees of company pensions. Our approach 
was to analyse the market and consumer base, identify the most useful 
insights and then turn those insights into proposed experiences that 
would deliver the required uptake.

Action and outcomes
Creative director leading the pitch. I worked with planners and researchers, 
created the concepts and their UX then briefed UI a Visual designer. I was 
running a young agency and pitching against a top-5 creative powerhouse 
so was super desperate to impress. 

On the day the client preferred our work, so happy team:-)

Activities
Lead pitch
Define strategy
Creative direction
Sketching, UX concepts and interactions
Present to client

Insight

Under very tight deadlines I converted the insights into user 
needs, then proposed experiences I believed where most aligned 
and most likely to delight.

Concept

In the pitch document I explained and illustrated all three 
concepts but the “Social IFA” concept was a massive winner with 
the customer. You know you’re on to a winner when the customer 
starts repeating the concept names.

Delivery

The concept in a nutshell is that because nobody trusts banks 
anymore, it’s better to buy your pension from Colin in logistics. It’s 
all about telling the story so I went with a fairly hi-fidelity comp.
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Mobile service provider call-centre improvement

Project situation
The client had invested heavily in a customised version of a tool to show 
call-centre operators information about customers from many sources in 
one place while they handled the support calls.

They were unhappy with the performance results, the challenge from the 
customer was “why hasn’t my investment reduced my team’s average call-
handling time?

Any solution I designed would have to leverage the existing investment in 
dashboard software customisation and ensure scalability and a high level 
of adoption by operators.

I had shadowed call-centre operators many times before and always found 
game-changing insights by simply listening-in and observing calls. It was no 
different at this customer.

Action and outcomes
I consulted on the customer’s digital application creation process, helping 
avoid recreating the same problem in future services. I suggested changes 
to their project governance, so for example, BAs at this company had never 
challenged business stakeholder requirements.

I acted as UX Architect, working onsite with the customer and leading 
discovery and ideation workshops. My user research led to the discovery 
of a defining insight: It turned out that 80% of operators used the software 
in such a way as to hide the dashboard. In other words, no-one was 
even using the thing that the customer had already spent a large budget 
developing.

I redesigned the dashboard tool to replace show/hide behaviour with 
responsive behaviour and proposed innovative ways to summarise 
business metrics in a single row of controls enabling better usability and 
flexibility.

Activities
Stakeholder management
User research
Contextual analysis
Day in the life study – shadow call-centre 
operators
UX concepts
Wireframe specification
Art direction

Operator workstation. CCA is not visible (compressed)

Responsive dashboard in fully extended mode.
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Nile Service Design proposition transformation
Project situation
Nile had just completed two years of aggressive and profitable growth but 
was hampered by its perceived position in the market and was keen to 
overcome this challenge to be ready for the next phase in its development. 
To achieve this business readiness, the company needed to recruit the 
right people, transform its proposition and agree its strategic roadmap. 
Additionally, the result of all of this effort would need to be communicated 
in a coherent and impactful way.

Action and outcomes
Dug took an interim directorship with responsibility for giving new focus 
to the consultancy practise and during this period, he led the effort to 
redesign the proposition. Part of his programme of work was to lead the 
redesign of the website and social media presence. To deliver quickly and 
with the right outcomes, Dug migrated Nile’s efforts from a traditional 
platform to a continuous deployment environment on GitHub and replaced 
the existing CMS with Jekyll, a static site generator.

Activities
Define proposition
Co-Define strategy
Creative direction
Copywriting for social and website
Define solution architecture

On the left, a screengrab from the new MVP (minimum viable product) website with focus on Nile’s 
“why” statement. Dug made the right choices about what needed to be done first, how to cement the 
new proposition quickly and how to express the attitude and the thinking across social media.

 Above, the messaging on social media including the linked Linkedin activity around the new 
platform’s readiness and the MVP status of the website. This initiative was a major part of 
reinvigorating client relationships and attracted many positive comments from customers.
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Vodafone fix my bill with my finger
Project situation
Create a concept for Vodafone Group that the mobile operator could use 
to fuel its race to electronic self-care on the mobile platform and deploy to 
local markets. 

The customer had already developed useful market and customer 
insights: A high percentage of call-centre volume globally was down to 
misunderstanding bill content, disagreeing with bill content or other billing 
query. Also, an important insight was that there was a spike in service 
requests during the first 90 days of the customer lifecycle.

I was able to convert these customer insights into user needs and 
proposed experiences that solved these problems while reinforcing the 
core brand message of “power to you”. 

Action and outcomes
Experience lead setting the strategy, writing the brief, joining in sketching 
and guiding delivery.

I proposed two ideas in the planning brief: First, that just because 
everyone is using data visualisation doesn’t mean that customers 
understand it. I got the team to work on defining the precise meaning 
conveyed by the graphics as components went from the “out of focus” to 
“focus” states in order to remove as much information as possible.

Second, that people hate their mobile operator because they never pre-
empt problems. Why should we make a fancy UI to describe a problem 
when we could use the same UI to fix the problem (as avoiding the problem 
in the first place wasn’t realistic) in a way that hid the billing complexities 
from the customer and just let them know when things were OK.

Activities
Creative direction
Stakeholder workshops
User needs analysis
Research
Interaction design
Wireframe specification
Prototyping

Hi-fidelity prototype. “Fix bill” action done with javascript Codesign workshop: understand the “first bill” journeyWorkshop: what is necessary and what is interface cruftInteraction concept document for designers: how it works

Vodafone visual display of quantitative info
Method to show size of positive (items left) and 
negative (items over) customer feedback

Prepared by: Dug Falby
Date: 14 March 2013 

0 left 0 left 0 left

We could add another reference point to 
indicate the point of fullness. The 100% 
mark.
While this may look nifty it may not be 
helpful to the user.

full full full

The account has been topped up. The 
green indicates a positive status and the 
size of the green disks is the size of the 
base account disk.
Please investigate translucency and 
overlap to fit bigger disks in a smaller 
space.

8 overdrawn 100 overdrawn2 left

The service on the right is overdrawn. The 
size of the red ring is larger than the 
100% mark.
The service in the middle is in credit 
(green colour) but the line is smaller than 
the 100% mark and the thickness of the 
line indicates the credit has almost run 
out.
Translucency allows overlay of the disks.

0 left 0 left 0 left

The account is empty. neither over-used 
(overdrawn) nor in credit. Effectively a 
zero balance. This state may be unusual.
Use a simple shape and one element to 
represent the baseline (ie the fixed item 
that the quantity goes over or under. In 
this case the baseline is the grey circle. 

85 overdrawn70 credit 1 overdrawn

The service one the left has a credit 
balance (next month's minutes, a refund 
or credit etc.) The line is green indicating 
a positive status and the condition is 
greater than 100%.
The circles are positioned programatically 
left-to-right to take account of their size 
and display larger circles in a smaller 
area,
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BBC Advertising user experience research
Project situation
Create a unified portal for BBC Enterprises’ non-UK ad sales. The core 
challenge of the project was defining an experience framework that would 
support the different global organisations under one banner. The single 
repository of sales support materials and presales support such as sales 
team details would allow global customers to experience a familiar “BBC” 
quality experience while finding all they expected from their local sales 
organisation.

Action and outcomes
Independent design consultant. This project is a good example of digital 
brand activation, as the core values of “trust” and “quality” needed to be 
conveyed in every part of the experience and the choices made in the 
design were based on digital planning activities to understand the market 
forces in play. In particular, I was able to conduct “design the box” activities 
with senior marketing stakeholders which allowed me to pinpoint and 
communicate the key drivers and values.

Activities
Stakeholder workshops
International interviews
User needs analysis
Mental modelling
Design the box (brand workshop)
CMS strategy and Sitecore persona logic
Wireframe specification

Mental model used to identify challenges and opportunities Analysis of journeys to identity most profitable cross-linkingTask list for user testing. Completion of each UC is a passBBC value statement in White City

NOTES Prepared by: Dug Falby

Notes

Cross-linking

BBCA_WF_Pack_A_v1.2wip4.graffle

Updated: Sat Sep 03 2011

These pages constitute a wireframe specification of the proposed interaction concepts for the BBC Advertising web service. The 
objects on each page represent the 'skeleton' of the web page and as such, they are NOT graphic designs.
These diagrams will be used by the VCCP creative visual designers to build the visual elements of the website's look and feel. (page 3/14)

This diagram is a not a sitemap. 

The definitive sitemap for the BBC Advertising website 
is managed in partnership by Kate Slater Vance and 
Kerry Hills. The sitemap is being maintained as an 
Excel file. 

The diagram on this page serves to illustrate the 
proposed solution to creating extensive cross-selling 
opportunities in a statically-published, CMS-managed 
website.

Cross-linking opportunities between the main sections of the BBC Advertising website

media kit

Specific facts and figures 
needed to advertise on 
BBC platforms. Specific 
production details. Rates 
and specs supported by 
numeric audience claims.

opportunities

Statements of what is most  
awesome for each slot on 
offer. Covers big brands
(Doctor Who), channels 
(BBC Earth) platforms 
(BBCWN) as well as AFC, 
mobiles and tablets, 3D, 
IPTV, experiential etc.

research centre

Creative gallery, index of 
case studies, industry 
trends. The place to come 
looking for in-depth info.

audience facts

rates specs

case studies

examples ads
creative gallery
(exciting visual suff) or 
examples of ad platforms 
(examples of BBC content)

thought pieces

industry trends

about us (about the BBC 
& BBC Advertising) 

The ethical buck stops 
here. If you're an EFF 
journalist, this is where 
you'll find the BBC 
statements of value and 
purpose.

What we offer

What we stand 
for

Quality wins

Contact us

Let's make this as 
genuinely helpful as 
possible. Core purpose of 
section = find local sales 
team phone number or 
"call me" or "start chat"

HR / Work 
with us

link to general 
BBC enquiries

Your sales 
team (org?)

press contact 
details

My BBC Advertising

For phase one, the 
clippings tool will take the 
form of a "read this later" 
function which builds a list 
of links. Precise functioning 
of opt-ins is dependent on 
how opt-ins are currently 
handled (see problem with 
login details sent to 
Susan).

My list of 
clipped pages

My opt-ins 
(newsletter)

HOME

Top carousel links, central 
section links, secondary 
and footer links

people + 
events

Sitemap

List of pages with an 
indication of relationship 
and a link to each.

Page footer links

These appear on each 
page of the site.

legal

privacy

terms? 
others?

platforms

BBCWN
Apps
BBC.com
Lonely P
BBCW Chans
Global Brands
BBC Mobile

individual 
opportunities

page / section

page / section 
with cross-link

phase 2 
or uncertain

print versions 
and / or 
downloads

Instructions for personalisation of carousel data CMS template and module structure for internationalBBC Marketing leadership join a ‘design the box’ workshopUser flows covered by wireframe specification

NOTES Prepared by: Dug Falby

Notes

Opportunities: Index and links

BBCA_WF_Pack_A_v1.2wip4.graffle

Updated: Sat Sep 03 2011

These pages constitute a wireframe specification of the proposed interaction concepts for the BBC Advertising web service. The 
objects on each page represent the 'skeleton' of the web page and as such, they are NOT graphic designs.
These diagrams will be used by the VCCP creative visual designers to build the visual elements of the website's look and feel. (page 8/14)

7. The centre column displays a visual arrangement of 
opportunity groupings. From a design perspective, 
while the page structure needs to support the access 
to many pages, the core purpose of the page is to 
highlight the excitement of the newer and potentially 
more exciting opportunities. Because of this, the 
display of opportunity groupings is to have less visual 
impact than the components of the page higher up.

8. Clicking on the link in a group takes the user to that 
group's index page (see following page).

9. The right-hand column contains the location option 
panel which is used for contact details and more 
targeted cross-sells.

NOTE re client comments concerning contents of 
carousel: The number, type, size, frequency and link 
structure of carousel slides is controlled in the CMS 
(See "Hero Carousel" page in this document and 
further details in Pack B). As such, these choices 
(what items to show on a given page) are editorial 
choices and will be resolved at publishing time and 
during the ongoing maintenance of the site. There are 
governance issues, for example, the central editorial 
team may wish to host a monthly "flat-plan" meeting 
(similar to a magasine's editorial meeting) with the 
regional sales teams to agree what the best carousel 
content will be and plan its production for the 
upcomming quarter.

Opportunities section: The opportunity index page

Footer CTA
cross and site-wide 

links

footer link footer linkfooter link footer link footer link footer linkfooter link footer link

BBC World News 
(bcast)

BBC Worldwide 
Channels (bcast)

BBC.com BBC Mobile

Apps Lonely Planet Global brands
More about 
our platforms:

BBC Advertising

media kit My BBC Adv.opportunitieshome about the BBCshowcase research contact us

DubaiWhat country are you working in? go

sitemap

[search in header TBC]

>

custom news content devi

<

Its not just a film, 

itʼs a worldwide, 
multi-platform 
event that viewers 
will remember 
for generations.

Your customer's brand 
should be 
a part of it

Find out more

!"#$%& '( )*+, 
-'+.%/ )0 1'0

 !"#$% )&'!(( 
)*+,-. !'*+/'01 
2'3"4 )5"6 !"#$% 
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971-04 429 3623

Luxury

Travel

Business

Sports

Opportunities by 
sector

What's HOT
Top of the opportunity list right now is BBC Earth's 
Enchanted Kingdom 3D a multiplatform event that gives 
countless ways for brands to impact their customers. Review 
the benefits now.

New and custom opportunities
Find out about future opportunities and what we 
can do with Advertiser-funded content. Take a 
look at the upcoming options >>

Find out more > 
about reaching 
your audiences 

on the BBC

goEurope

Local deals in our 
Middle East region:

The Doha Debate

Middle East 
Business Report

Find local deals in:
go
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Opportunity page
(unit page template)

KH:1Sept: BBC needs to differentiate 
carousel content between Home, the 
Opportunity Index page & the Opportunity 
Category Index pages.
    - Home: pitch statements | key facts [...]
    - Opportunity Index pg: 1 feature per 
category index [...] PLUS specific features 
such as Enchanted Kingdom.
    - Opportunity Category Index pages: 
specific features for the various features/
programmes within i.e. Click | fast:track | 
Business Reports etc.

Weʼre not looking to have 50 different 
carousel features on the Opportunity Index 
pg. Can we plan to test the optimum no. of 
features in the Prototype testing pls.

KH:1Sept: We have a concern 
about users not scrolling below the 
page fold, to view the Opportunity 
category indexes - 7 broad groups 
proposed on pg5 of Pack “A” v1.1.

Opportunities across all BBC platforms
Reach your global or local audience with one of our many 
high-quality advertising platforms or programmes.

Global Brands
Fantastic BBC Worldwide 
channel opportunities and 
our branded properties like 
Doctor Who and Top gear 
Advertise on Dr Who >>.

BBC World News
Get the latest opportunities 
available on the planet's 
most trusted news-driven 
publisher. Advertise on BBC 
news editorial >>

Digital advertising
Lorem ipsum dolor sin amet 
most trusted publisher. 
Advertise on BBC.COM >>

BBC Worldwide 
Channels

Fantastic BBC Worldwide 
channels  Advertise on 
Cbeebies >>.

Opportunity grouping 
index page

(section index template)

The set of opportunities pages (aprox 50 pages) has 
been grouped into six broad categories. Each of those 
categories has an index page from which a specific 
opportunity page may be reached (opportunity pages 
may be reached from multiple entry points). 

1. In this example, the opportunity index page has 
been reached by clicking "opportunities" in the primary 
navigation bar. At the top of the page, a carousel or 
carousel device displays a list of all the available 
opportunities across the BBC Advertising offering. 

2. The carousel offers an opportunity to put the most 
important content forward. The carousel displays "New 
and custom" group content, emphasising the 
importance of upcomming opportunities.

3. Clicking on an opportunity in the carousel links 
straight to that opportunity's page.

4. This carousel may have a scrolling device, and this 
scrolling device may allow the user to jump from group 
to group in the sequence.

5. The left-hand column has broad cross sells. These 
are manually-created as no automatic data structure of 
industry verticals or audience distribution exists. The 
sector index pages will cross-link to case studies but 
also directly into the relevant opportunity pages.

6. The top section of the middle panel is traditionally 
where eye-tracking shows the most user activity. 
Because of this, this area should be dedicated to 
supporting the call to action in the main carousel. In 
this example, the editor has chosen to highlight the 
"Enchanted Kingdom 3D" opportunity from the 
upcoming opportunities pages listed in the "New and 
custom" grouping.

Notes
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Hero carousels
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These pages constitute a wireframe specification of the proposed interaction concepts for the BBC Advertising web service. The 
objects on each page represent the 'skeleton' of the web page and as such, they are NOT graphic designs.
These diagrams will be used by the VCCP creative visual designers to build the visual elements of the website's look and feel. (page 5/14)

The content of the carousel, that is, what CTAs go on 
what slide on what page, is an editorial decision that 
will be reached as part of the development of the copy-
deck and sitemap spreadsheet. 

The proposed behaviours of the carousel elements are 
as follows:

Pictures
The carousel slide will most likely have pictures or 
video files in them. The carousel should be coded to 
accommodate assets of different size and quality with 
parameters agree with the BBC. So hypothetically, if 
an operator tags a smaller image for use in a carousel, 
that image might be displayed centred on a charcoal-
grey background.
If an image asset is provided, the slide link is wrapped 
around so that clicking anywhere on the image triggers 
the link and takes the user to the requested page.

Text
The carousel slides should accommodate text entry. 
Text is likely to be an optional slide component and will 
require templating to support the final design.

Link
The publisher assigns a URL to each slide. URL is 
likely to be a mandatory slide component. The slide 
should accept any valid URL including local page 
anchors and "mailto" links.

Rotate right/left controls
Clicking left or right rotates the carousel one slide.

Next and previous areas
These areas do not have a link function, they act as 
supporting previews for the right and left controls.

Groups links
Clicking on a group link rotates the carousel tray to 
display the first slide in the selected group.

Auto-play
If the carousel is coded to enable auto-play, the delay 
assigned to each slide should be controllable from the 
CMS. If autoplay is active then the carousel should 
display a "stop" or "pause" control.
 
Fullscreen
If the carousel is coded to support the SWF video 
container then full-screen should be enabled.

Sitewide CMS templating controls: Understanding the function and behaviour of the "hero carousel" display

The carousel page element (1) is an independent 
element with is added to certain pages to add 
excitement and flexibility. For the BBC, carousels also 
provide a feeling of breadth and range, an important 
factor in reinforcing the "not just news" message. The 
carousel object is a discrete element which does not 
control the page nor cause other events on the page to 
happen.

Conceptually, the carousel contains a number of items 
arranged in such a way as to allow a continual 
scrolling experience between the items. The interface 
has a central 'window' or viewport (1) through which 
the user can see the frontmost item. "Rotate left" and 
"rotate right" controls (2) are provided to allow the 
carousel to be rotated to place a different item behind 
the viewport. In the example above, the carousel has 
been rotated to position item "4" in the front position.

Sometimes a carousel contains a larger number of 
items and those items might be grouped into common 
areas. To make the carousel more useful, a further 
control is introduced. In the example above, the items 
are grouped into categories: animals; fruit; transport. 
The user can rotate the carousel left and right as 
before, but should she wish to rotate the carousel to 
position the first item in a group behind the viewport, 
she clicks on a group link (1). In the example above, 
the user has clicked on "fruit" and the carousel has 
rotated to show "banana".
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Its not just a film, 
itʼs a worldwide, 
multi-platform 
event that 
viewers will 
remember 
for generations.

Your customer's 
brand should be 
a part of it

Find out more

In all the BBC Advertising carousel will need to include 
the following elements (depending on how the 
carousel is coded, some of the elements may be 
optional.). For each slide: A picture (1); some text (2); 
a link (3). For the carousel interface as a whole: A 
rotate left button (4); a rotate right button (5); areas left 
and right of the main slide to preview next and 
previous slides visuals (6); group links (7) to rotate the 
carousel to the start of groups. 

In the wireframe specification, the VCCP information 
architect uses a diagram to represent the carousel. This is to 
prevent over-complicating the representation of webpages. 
In the graphic above, main slide, next area, previous area, 
rotate left and rotate right are mentioned explicitly. The 
precise visual design of the group links is not represented in 
this graphic. Instead, the phrase "carousel manual controls" 
appears where the group links will appear. To be clear, these 
might be styled in dozens of different ways from looking like 
tooltips on a horizontal slider through to showing image 
thumbnails or background graphics based on the group 
content. 

IMPORTANT: it is not the purpose of this wireframe 
specifation to set the visual design of the carousel.

For a number of reasons, this spec document contains 
representations of the carousel which are more 
visually fleshed out. These where produced to make 
clear that the carousel could convey the emotional 
messages required of certain pages and that further 
widgets and gadgets or indeed further web pages 
might not be required to achieve BBC Advertising's 
communication objectives for a given section. This 
display is the exception in the wireframe spec.

item
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picture

Item 3 text
Item 3 link

item

4
picture

item 4 text
item 4 link

item

5
picture

item 5 text
item 5 link

group x group y group z

It behaves like a spinning tray holding slides.The carousel is not the page. It is a component. Many slides can be assigned to groups and linked to.

Design exceptionUnderstanding the wireframe representationRequired carousel parts
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Wireframe pack A contains diagrams of pages and 
explanations of some of the interactions within them. 
This flow chart explains movement through the media 
kit and opportunities sections.

42. The purple dots in this specification link to 
comments in the "notes" section (this is the section 
you are reading now). These notes are written by the 
lead experience architect and form the VCCP 
recommendation.

1. Home page

2. Base "media kit" index page (the base media kit 
includes rates and specs). The content currently 
contained in pdf documents will be disassembled and 
re-built into traditional web-pages. This should make it 
easier to find on-page information and will expose the 
contents of the specs documents to Google for 
indexing.

3. The opportunities section displays all ops in one 
section and as such has an index page. More detailed 
information about the behaviour of the opportunities 
section is on following pages.

4. This pack covers the media kit and opportunities 
section (it also addresses "contact us" interactions but 
not from the primary nav)

5. Sector index, a manually created page that lists 
opportunities by sector and links through to each 
relevant opportunity page (this is not an automatically-
generated page, it is manually created on the basis of 
the existing industry verticals content).

6. The set of BBC Advertising opportunities is divided 
into six broad categories to increase the find-ability of 
each opportunity page. Each one of these categories 
has its own index page.

7. Decision point: user on main index page of 
opportunity section may click on carousel or regional 
links to get straight to an opportunity page (for 
example advertise on CBeebies; advertise on Doha 
Report)

8. There are in all approximately fourty opportunity 
pages as defined in the current product matrix. We will 
need to review these.

Flows covered in this outline specification pack

home A
(map/filter) home page B

(other?)

opportunities
index

Audience
indexes

opportunity 
category index
(content, news, 

custom)

Single 
opportunity

(show, channel 
or AFC)

carousel regional
links

opportunity 
sector index

in-page 
navigation options

Digital specsDigital rates

primary nav items not 
documented in this 

wireframe specification

Broadcast specs

1

2 3

5

4

76

8

media kit index 
with elevator pitch

Broadcast
rates

42

DF:1Sept: Yellow call-
outs in this specification 
contain meta-information 
and comments from the 
BBC client.

Frame of mind Task-based segmentation User journey

contact localised 
phone number

find out about 
the competition

what media have 
they bought?

what perf. 
did they get?

audience ensure website 
matches target 
audience

case studies media kit 
(what formats 
are available)

call sales

In my frame of mind I am looking for 
specific information.

I haven't made my mind up about 
what I need yet, I'm still seeking 
general information

I'm looking for reassurance about 
BBC quality, practices, fairness

I'm trying to tell or request something
of the wider BBC

Trying to understand what pages are 
available on this website

Using "My account" for personal stuff 
(for reps and sales teams, too)

I'm looking to interact with the BBC 
as a thought-leader

I need to know about BBC 
Advertising

I need to know about working at BBC 
Advertising

The fact-checker

- Most likely a time-poor junior 
planner or agency production person
- Ready to close the deal
- Knows what she wants and 
- Needs to get it quickly

The message master

- Could be sales rep or regional sales 
director or immediate report
- Understands the importance of 
FRESH
- Needs to keep on top of LOCAL 
messaging

The performance chaser

- Needs reassurance about 
performance and quality
- Checks in for performance reports 
regularly

The "new" hunter

- Needs the next latest thing to stay in 
the game
- Expects to see up-to-date tech from 
his partners

The explorer

- Is typically more senior 
(entrepreneur, brand manager, senior 
planner, ad creative)
- Open to discovering new options
- Looks for and responds to 
opportunities 

The superuser

- Feels opt-in services are good value
- Actively manages her relationships 
on BBCA

media kit audience details call sales

industry
(by region)

GW

GW

RA

VL

projected 
ad reach

IC home page trend updates

what's new in the 
industry

home pageIC

IC my BBC 
Advertising

reportingsales

VL delegate 
sales call

what media 
type is available?

costingdistribution 
channel

MP
1a

call salescontact 
information

buy ad spacehome

audience localised 
phone number

call salesMP
1b

filter for 
"Australia"

BBCWN reach 
+ demog for Oz

result = industry 
case studies

search = "luxury"MP
2a

delegate 
call sales

delegate 
call sales

MP
2a

opportunities sponsorship case studies

localised
phone number

MP
2b/2c

call sales

MP
2b

filter by industryshowcase delegate 
call sales

your industryMP
2b

call sales

MP
3a

media kit specifications choose channel
(bbc.com)

download assetscreate an admedia kitMP
3b

homepage review slidersMP
4a

MP
5a

opt-insmy BBC
Advertising

manage 
email settings

MP
4b

update "hotspot"
for my markets

CMS access publish approval

CMS access review publish 
queue

MP
4c

MP
4d

update details on 
local-control 
pages

CMS access add draft to 
publish queue

publish approval

download asset
for presentation

review my 
clipped content

my BBC
Advertising

clip-binMP
5b
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Live chat

Consultancy services

In my frame of mind I am looking for specific information. 
Based on my previous experience, I'm pretty sure I'll find this 
information in a place that lists facts in an organised, easy to 
access way as in a media kit

BUYING OR SELLING
I'm missing something 
before I can buy OR I'm 
sourcing and creating 
materials to support sales 
activity

(Elevator pitch: reassure) I 
need to know is BBC the 
right medium for me?

(Elevator pitch) I need to 
know why I would 
recommend the BBC over 
CNN who I currently 
advertise with?

I need to know what 
shows are happening 
when and on what 
platform in the future so I 
can plan my spend

I would like access to 
bbc.com analytics 
performance data

I need to know what 
programming can be 
sponsored?

NTK what impact int. 
advertising has on local 
marketing activity and 
what opportunities I can 
buy across multiple 
countries

I would like to see 
examples of great ad 
campaigns organised by 
business type and 
success stories by type of 
industry, in my sector

I need to know where my 
audience exists on your 
network and what your 
reach is

I need to know how the 
BBC compares to 
competition

Need to know how much a 
1 month campaign on 
bbc.com will cost? I want 
to know what I can get for 
my money

I need to find a 
CONSTANTLY updated 
general creds deck across 
all platforms

I want to browse a 
showcase of creative, 
promotional trailers, case 
studies and a video library

BUYING
Because I'm missing 
something before I can 
initiate my purchase from 
BBC Advertising

(audience) I need to know 
how BBC audience 
compares with Bravo's 
"Affluencers"

I want to see your 
opportunity roadmap. I 
need to stay competitive 
and BBC has to keep 
current

I would like to see or build 
a performance 
comparison

I need to know the 
process for paying to 
advertise on Lonely Planet

I need to look at a rate-
card

I need to know how to 
submit requests for 
sponsorship opportunities. 
I want to see my product 
on a BBC programme 

I need the formats and 
material ad specs for 
bbc.com and bbcwn

I need to understand what 
digital retargeting options 
are available to my brands

SELLING
Because I'm sourcing and 
creating materials to 
support sales activity 
(helping the customer 
decide)

I need to send a client a 
custom sales deck with 
custom video sequences 
and up-to-date market 
metrics

I would like help 
calculating my deal

I would like to "try before I 
buy" please. I need to 
know can I advertise 
around strictly come 
dancing?

Because I'm thinking 
broadly about 
opportunities 
(I'm in opportunity 
"search and discover" 
mode)

Because I'm looking for 
reassurance the BBC is a 
high-quality product

I want content that 
counteracts "fuddy-duddy" 
impression

I want to see streamed 
live content because that's 
the industry standard

I need to be surprised. If 
I'm not wowed, my client 
won't be

Because I'm thinking I 
might need a consultant

(consultative) I need 
information as part of 
launching a new business

(research service) I would 
like help researching a 
media spend

(consultative) I need to 
know how much should I 
be spending on a TV 
campaign?

I'd like to use a tool that 
aid research by clipping 
items on the site (clip-bin)

I would like to search for 
content using my choice 
of words (free text search)

(sector) I need competitor 
information from my 
sector. Who is with the 
BBC?

(region) I need information 
about my region

(platform) I would like to 
understand AFC 
opportunities 

(recency) I would like 
fresh market updates and 
industry news from the 
BBC

I would like help with 
blogger and influencer 
outreach

(opportunity roadmap) 
Can I see a editorial 
calendar with events and 
what's exciting

I want to know more about 
BBC presenters and their 
experiences (biogs)

(national/international) I 
want to find out more 
about international 
advertising (I am new to 
international advertising)

(what's next) I need to 
know what's next across 
platforms

I would like to see a map 
of what is available on 
bbcadvertising.com

I need access to impartial 
industry data

I'd like to be surprised and 
excited - with "Did you 
know? type content" and 
hot topics by sector 
industry etc.

I want to look good. I need 
to know my campaign 
choice will be the right one

I need to know how much 
investment is fed back into 
programming?

I want to read in my 
language. See insight: 
"Sales guys spend all their 
time translating"

I need to know who the 
BBC is and what are their 
values / what do they 
stand for

I need to trust the person I 
buy from

I'm generally curious, 
upset or concerned

I would like to see 
presenters that look like 
they come from here

I would like to send 
suggestions to the BBC 
Advertising team

I would like to complain 
(I need to know Why I 
don't see BBCWN in my 
own country?)

I would like to know how 
to get BBCWN in my hotel

I want to know how I can 
visit filming of shows

I would like my hotel to 
appear on Lonely Planet

I need to know why 
Jeremy Clarkson got away 
with his comments on 
Top-Gear

I would like to rate content 
so the BBC can make it 
more useful to me

I'm looking for specific 
contact details

I need to know why I can't 
see my ad on the bbc.com

I want to know who's who 
in my regional BBC 
Advertising office

I would like to barter 
space with a news agency 
in France (contact sales 
team in my area)

I need to know who do I 
talk to about my launching 
in europe. What services / 
advice can BBC offer?

I need my rep's contact 
details

I need to know who is 
BBC Advertising, the team 
etc

I need historical 
information for new 
starters: Propositions, 
growth projections, case 
studies, content promos, 
company ideology

I would like to work at the 
BBC

I want to do my summer 
internship in the sales 
department. How do I do 
this?

I need to find some basic 
information to help me 
understand the role and 
the company

I want weekly new ideas 
sent to my inbox

I need to know how my 
campaign performed

I want to ask questions 
about my commission 
payment

I want to get bits of video 
for my presentation in an 
easy and clever way

I'd like to you to invite me 
to graduate events visit 
my university

I'd like to be invited to 
knowledge sharing events 
and networking 
opportunities

Offer help to buyers with a 
planning tool that 
calculates reach and 
frequency (like a mini-
spreadsheet calculator)

Build buyers trust with 
"Try before you buy" 
interaction with content 
samples and demos

Our media kit information 
should include formats 
and material ad specs 
for bbc.com and bbcwn

Opportunity roadmap 
will give buyers a clear 
picture of "what's next"

Our media kit will have 
clear instructions on 
how to sponsor a 
programme and how to 
advertise on the BBC 
platforms.

Our media kit will have a 
comprehensive rate-card 
with data immediately 
relevant to my region

Media kit should contain 
explanation of benefits 
and impact of 
international advertising

Build buyers trust with 
"Try before you buy" 
interaction with content 
samples and demos

Media kit should contain a 
searchable library of 
beautiful and impactful 
BBC content

Media kit should contain 
faceted, searchable 
samples of placed 
creative relevant to the 
buyer and her market

Media kit should contain 
comparative display of 
BBC and competition, 
reach, audience, 
analytics data 

Our media kit will have a 
comprehensive rate-card 
with data immediately 
relevant to my region

Media kit should contain a 
downloadable creds 
deck, updated and 
maintained by each local 
market

Media kit should contain 
an editorial calendar

Media kit should contain 
faceted and searchable 
case studies

Media kit should contain 
each market's elevator 
pitch in a short, punchy, 
multimedia format. Pitch 
to be maintained locally

A tool to edit, download, 
manage and share video 
content optimised for use 
in a powerpoint deck or 
low-bandwidth streaming

Retargeted content and 
recommendations 
(based on my browsing, 
could the BBC propose 
content suggestions - like 
Amazon)

Clipping tool 
(with search and storage)

The BBC Advertising 
website should offer a 
free-text search of its 
content (and suggestions 
like Amazon)

Data 
(market; competitor; 
platform; sector; region; 
int vs local; about BBC 
and its people)

Opportunity roadmap 
(opportunities on a platter 
- make them low-hanging 
fruit)

AFC case studies

What your competitor is 
doing on our platform 
(NON-sensitive info only)

The BBC Advertising 
website needs to contain 
examples of energising 
content with a strong 
wow factor

The site should manage 
bandwidth as cleverly as 
possible and never make 
assumptions about 
connection speeds

Sitemap 
(which complements 
retargeting)

The website needs to 
clearly convey and 
reinforce the BBC Quality 
messages

The website needs to 
contain as much local 
sales team personal 
information (biogs, 
profiles, etc.) as possible

Should include (or link to) 
any Statements of 
purpose and principle 
that the BBC publish

Sales-specific complaint 
details 
(business owners may 
have legitimate concerns)

Contact details for both 
national and int. 
contacts. Local details to 
be emphasised where 
appropriate

Individual sales rep 
contact details it may be 
beneficial to provide a 
more fleshed out page for 
primary contact.

"About us" team 
information 
(this may be already 
covered elsewhere)

direct to content from 
central HR

My Account 
(manage communication 
settings; review perf. 
reports; use publishing 
tools)

Clipping service 
store items of interest I've 
found on your site

Events 
(posted on the site) 

Information for 
graduates and 
university students

http://bbcadvertising.com mental model v001
Website service elements mapped to user state-of-mind

Prepared by: Dug Falby for Susan Fairfax
13 July 2011

PHASE 1 nice-to-haves 
are things we want but 
have unacceptable 
contingencies

Marketing and sales 
comms (EDMs) 
from BBCWN+BBC.COM

Quick links
An easily accessible list of 
most frequently requested 
content

Opportunity roadmap 
will include both standard 
and custom/seasonal 
opportunities. Structural 
relationship is TBC 

Opportunity roadmap 
will be searchable and 
filterable by platform and 
category/sector

The site will stream video 
and prompt user to call for 
downloadable version

PHASE 2 features are 
nice to haves which will 
be assessed after 
launch

Creative gallery

Case studies

Presenter biogs
Details of their 
international expertise and 
diverse origins

Presenter biogs
Details of their 
international expertise and 
diverse origins

Live display of 
"What's on now"

Links to appropriate PR 
website

How to advertise 
with BBCA

Who is BBC 
Advertising?

Who is BBC 
Advertising?

What can I get from 
BBCA portfolio?

Pull updates from BBC 
Advertising (rss, other)

Organogram of sales 
teams
Update locally or 
automatically based on 
Salesforce

Contact us

FAQs 
Kept succinct, FAQs page 
should direct to 
appropriate site for further 
information

Information for 
graduates and 
university students

Pre and post event 
networking tools
(FB; Eventbrite etc.)

I haven't made my mind up about what I need yet, I'm still seeking 
general information

I'm looking for 
reassurance about 
BBC quality, 
practices, fairness

I'm trying to tell or request something
of the wider BBC

Trying to 
understand what 
pages are available 
on this website

Using "My account" 
for personal stuff 
(for reps and sales 
teams, too)

I'm looking to 
interact with the 
BBC as a 
thought-leader

I need to know 
about BBC 
Advertising

I need to know 
about working at 
BBC Advertising

TOWER: towers represent 
a purpose made of of 
many needs

NEED: User needs that 
are about a similar 
purpose are grouped into 
towers

LEGEND

Self-service tools
Upload an ad graphic, 
create an ad placement
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Fortis Life UK insurance portal
Project situation
A City insurer needed to launch a large and very complex multichannel 
transactional service, but a lack of UX research and process was 
threatening delivery. 

I recruited designers and established Agile UX processes. I led an 
extensive discovery phase, interviewing potential stakeholders and users 
and analysing context-of-use by shadowing call-centre operators on live 
customer calls and testing prototypes. 

Working closely with the managing director, I converted the Fortis brand 
values into interactions and established functional branding through the 
use of interaction principles.

Action and outcomes
I was commissioned as an independent contractor to set up a UX team, 
research the service and design the service as part of the Agile software 
development function

My UX research resulted in a product that was not only game-changing but 
overtook its nearest competitor in its first three months of operation.

Success metrics include:
• Scored 9.5 out of 10 in “Which”, their highest rating ever
• Big efficiency gains and 60% immediate decisions (ie without call-centre 
intervention)
• First year customer satisfaction survey showed 97.5% customer 
satisfaction
• Product experience rated F&TRC “eee” excellence (highest industry rating)

Activities
User research including interviews, live call-
centre shadowing
Stakeholder workshops
Product backlog management
User needs analysis
Creative direction
Interaction design
Prototyping
Wireframe specification
UAT acceptance criteria

ALL AUTHENTICATED USERS

supporting docs 
"Why makes Fortis 

different"

UW workbenchadmin workbench

policy litterature, 
full guides

quote and apply

IFA extranet home

external linksexternal links

personal space

team/group space

list of partners presscontact about FLUK basic product 
guides

Martin's 
blog 
entry calls to action

photos

http://fortislife.co.uk

team/group output

personal output

Fortis "Risk" product interface
schematic: overview of UI

modified: Wed Jan 16 2008

1stdraft_func_overview.graffle  (page 1)

underwriting tools admin toolsapplication

actions

access via 

portal

underwriter 

toolkit

administration 

toolkit
new quote search

confirmation

bank details

activation

magnum 

questions

application 

status

killer 

questions

administration 

diary

find case

pick / get work

quote

add lives

add benefits

set 

commission

2

abandon

application

return to quote

save 

application

1

load 

saved quote

load 

saved application

load item

from search results

? ? ?

quote 

summary

NO HOME PAGE: 

QUOTE IS HOME

access via 

URI

underwriting

resources
client servicing other?pipeline

? ? ? ? ? ?

mostly static 

content - final 

structure in 

progress 

(Andrew W 

leading requ.)

application screens

administrator screens

quote screens

IA not briefed on this content

general access

underwriter screens

Wireframe specification: multi-applicant, multi-cover 
straight through application processing.

“Porous membrane” content strategy to build trust with 
customers and IFAs (connects main content with UGC)

Project “Edison” company-wide flow (how the different 
business units interact with the core sales tool).
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The Lecture List

Project situation
I launched the Lecture List in 2003 with 100k funding from NESTA, the 
National Endowment for Science, Technology and the Arts. At the time 
there was no listing of public lectures online so the site was breaking new 
ground. The site acts as a self-service entity allowing lecture organisers 
large and minuscule to post their events at no charge and in a format 
that guarantees them great SEO driven rankings. When funding ran out I 
developed a network of volunteers to manage the moderation queue and 
provide support to new posters.

Action and outcomes
Independent design consultant and Director of Niminim, a non-profit 
limited company set up to create and manage the Lecture List service. 
I developed the publishing workflow including defining how best 
to structure the data, created scenarios and set up the search and 
information architecture (creating the nine “supercategories” to describe 
the sum of human knowledge was fun). This year I am relaunching the 
service with UI Visual designer Rieko Vining to introduce a dating service 
designed to help pay for hosting and maintenance.

Activities
Brand development
Product development, write NESTA proposal
Business modelling, understanding posters
User needs analysis (admins, posters, users)
Information architecture
Interaction concept
Wireframe specification

“meet ups” allow 
Lecturelisters to meet like 

minded people at events

The site is  thoughtful and 
fresh. The UI is touch-first 

and tablet friendly

Site is responsive and 
retains the same UI focus 

while using mobile patterns
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Forty Hall Vineyard launch: brand, comms, social and mobile
Project situation
A rare opportunity to work closely with a customer right from the inception 
of their brand. Forty Hall Vineyard had a range of needs: a corporate 
identity, packaging and labels, a comms platform, a strategy to guide how 
best to use social touch points to increase donation revenue. 

My team at Avanade built the responsive site and I ran training sessions to 
bring the vineyard volunteers up to a level where they could effectively self 
support with their new tools.

Action and outcomes
Experience director owning the client relationship and leading strategy, 
writing the brief, joining in sketching and guiding delivery. Additionally, I 
performed Apache configuration and coded CMS templates.

I guided the Vineyard team though the process of distilling and expressing 
their values and vision. I led the creation of the Vineyard visual identity, 
analysed the customer’s target markets and briefed community managers, 
designers and content writers.

Activities
Creative direction
Stakeholder workshops
Market research
Social strategy
Visual identity design
Packaging design
CMS Build
Responsive website design
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Brand values for the two vintages are based on core FH values

Enfield Bacchus

Hopeful. Brave. Quality. Community

London Brut

The wine is:

Forty Hall Estate Bacchus 2013 is a crisp, elegant quality wine made in 
London.

The wine is:

Forty Hall London Brut is an elegant sparkling wine traditionally made 
using a blend of Chardonnay, Pinot Noir, and Pinot Meunier, and would 
enhance any celebration or special occasion.

The customer thinks:
 
• Bacchus is the English answer 
to Sauvignon Blanc.
• I know this will taste good 
because EWs are winning 
awards - it must be good.
• I know I will enjoy this because 
it is similar to other wines I've 
enjoyed.
• The wine maker shares my 
adventurous nature.
• I like to sponsor local produce, 
this wine is local. 
• This is sustainably produced.
• This wine helps people 
improve their lives. It shares my 
values

The customer feels:

• This feels like a wine I could 
drink every day.
• This winemaker shares my 
adventurous nature (fun label).
• This bottle wouldn't look out of 
place in my home. 
• I enjoy surprising my friends 
with my knowledge.
• This is not what my dad does/
thinks/drinks/believes.
• I'm not my dad

The customer thinks:
 

TBC

The customer feels:

TBC

FORTY HALL ESTATE
Forty Hall Estate core proposition development

1st draft — 4 May 2011
Prepared by Nicki Symington

Core values and brand position in the market (what resonates with our audience?)

Our core values (shortlist)
Brave, optimistic, hopeful, breaking 
away, drinker-to-maker, Etsy, 
learning, growing, not for profit, 
doing the right thing, helping, 
learning, living, [craft], quality, rus-
in-urbe, yes we can! controlling 
your environment, doing it well

Core
Four core values stand out above 
all others and define the 
personality and attitude of the 
Forty Hall Estate brand:

Hopeful
Brave
Quality
Community

FORTY HALL ESTATE
Forty Hall Estate core proposition development

1st draft — 4 May 2011
Prepared by Nicki Symington

Brand and proposition
I took the customer through a series of workshops to identify the key drivers of the future brand. 
I analysed the competitive space and researched the likely customers for the wine. I mapped the 
planned vintages to a series of attitude segments and used those to drive the design brief.

The result was a map of three types of customer and four identity key values. Based on these I 
produced designs for the logo, bottle labels and website.

Values and purpose workshop outputs Label test

Label test: sparkling Label test: Straight Bacchus

Vineyard volunteers update the blog and maintain the site 806 Twitter followers in third month
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Dixons Stores Group
The Currys, Dixons and PCWorld websites were 
tired and underperforming. The Dixons Group 
brand landscape was confusing and the company 
had no clearly defined experience strategy or clearly 
defined proposition in place. 

Project situation
My primary KPI was to deliver a transformed ebusiness user experience on the three chain websites 
in time for Christmas 2010 peak trading. I did this successfully and at the same time established 
processes elsewhere in the business that are still on course today.

Action and outcomes
I was recruited in year two of a four-year transformation programme to join a senior management 
team designed to turn the ecommerce part of the business around. In my role as Head of Customer 
Experience, I commissioned agencies, recruited and led analytics, UX, graphic design, content, social 
creation and social moderation teams

Success measures: 

• Saved 450k on external agencies in Q12011
• 18% savings in routed calls in Q42010
• Continual improvement of customer satisfaction index
• 7% uplift in sales with algorithmically-driven merchandising
• I deployed an integrated analytics platform including Foresee Results, Site Catalyst and Test & 
Target

Activities
 Team building
 Process troubleshooting 
 Budgeting, planning and commissioning
 Creative direction (internal & vendor teams)
 Art Direction (photo shoots)
 Supplier management and negotiation
 Market research
 Social strategy
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Dixons and Currys: Experience strategy The experience manifesto

Our online channels will give 
our customers access to a 
flexible and resilient network of 
businesses that will engage in 
uniquely meaningful dialogue 
with them to plan for and 
deliver precisely what they 
need.

At every point in the 
customer’s journey we will 
offer them opportunities 
to invest their time, their 
attention, their affection for our 
mutual benefit.

In this way, we will ensure that 
every service we deliver and 
every product we sell is more 
valuable to our customer than 
the same product or service 
bought elsewhere regardless 
of price.

Our experiences must:

1) Try to enable dialogue with 
our customers, give access 
to the information they need, 
share risk where possible and 
appropriate

2) Be flexible enough to 
support unique experiences, 
the “segment of one”

3) Support the customer’s 
investment in us in every 
transaction

Proposition development Design brief for Currys and Dixons refresh (post agency)Dixons brand was confused. I launched a review

Lab output: Group buy (buying club) integrated on sites Lab output: Branded home support network (need ink?)Future experiences lab output: Experts club (ask an owner)

Dev using Dixons API to create home improvement app Dev using Dixons API to create home improvement appUser engagement: Dixons API for cool stuff (Intel Apps)
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Dixons: Continual improvement of the design and processes

The total cost of delivery that will be added to your basket is:   £10.00

< more 
slots

Free Free Free

£10.00 £10.00

£10.00

All day

Mid morning

Afternoon

Early evening

Saturday 5 JuneFriday 4 JuneThursday 3 June

more 
slots >

Free Free Free

£10.00

£10.00 £10.00

£10.00

Wednesday 9 JuneTuesday 8 JuneMonday 7 JuneSunday 6 June

        deliver between 5pm and 8pm

Choose free delivery (delivered some time in the next 3 to 5 working days) 

Choose a premium delivery slot below

Choose options for your second delivery

DISPLAY ITEMS TO DELIVER, LABEL, IMAGE, QUANTITY AND PRICE HERE AS PER BEN'S DIAGRAM

You have ordered items that require more than one delivery. Please complete both selections below:

Choose options for your first delivery

DISPLAY ITEMS TO DELIVER, LABEL, IMAGE, QUANTITY AND PRICE HERE AS PER BEN'S DIAGRAM

How would you like us to deliver your items?

< more 
slots

Free Free Free

£10.00 £10.00

All day

Early bird

Saturday 5 JuneFriday 4 JuneThursday 3 June

more 
slots >

Free Free Free

£10.00

Wednesday 9 JuneTuesday 8 JuneMonday 7 JuneSunday 6 June

£10.00Mid morning

Afternoon

£10.00 £10.00

£10.00

Choose your most convenient delivery slot 

£10.00Early evening

Late

£10.00 £10.00

£10.00

Free

Notes

1. As per Ben's suggestion, the page title indicates what 
the page is supposed to do.

2. Rename "bigbox", "smallbox", "1man", "2man" to a 
series of numbers. The customer doesn't care about the 
size of our underpants, just how many times they're going 
to need to be at home. I suggest for the time being we go 
with "first delivery" and "second delivery"

3. The device to move forwards and back through the 
calendar need to have greater affordance of clickability. 
Current design does not look like a button.

4. Tooltips as per Ben's suggestion. These indicate the 
precise times, letting the graphics and labels give a human 
scale indication of what the timeslot means.

5. The footer needs to make it explicitely clear that the 
delivery amount will be added to the value of the basket 
on the following screen.

6. Please move the continue button to the right of the 
form. If possible, a continue button should be added at 
the tiop of the form as well.

1

2

3

4

VRP-dixons-delivery.graffle  (page: 1)
Last changed: Fri Jun 11 2010

Prepared for Orange / France Telecom by: Dug Falby

Dixons delivery selection page
This wireframe illustrates a quick-fix solution to delivery page performance that accommodates the variable rate pricing RFC

2

2

continue

5

6

Prepared for Chris Howell 
by Dug Falby
11 January 2011

This file: KH_integration.graffle
Page 4 of 5

Review of potential for Knowhow and Dixons Retail
eCommerce website integration

notes:

Knowhow page elements are created by the 

Eptica and / or other dedicated CMS and 

generated as static xml components.

These are seamlessly integrated into the 

transactional website's skin using php 

objects in the application server's phpsmarty 

layer. 

This server-side integration method is 

already in use on dixons.co.uk

1. The tab-set on dixons.co.uk product 

pages is made up of platform-native tabs 

and remotely-managed tabs. They are 

brought together in the template engine 

(phpsmarty) to create an integrated 

experience.

2. We can reuse elements that our 

customers are becoming familiar with. In this 

example, KH content is taking the place of 

"The Lowdown" pop-up on dixons.co.uk

3. The open pop-up shows the externally-

generated KH content. Links from this 

popup link to service pages on the dixons 

site completing the user journey with the 

appearance of complete integration.

Knowhow calls-to-action can integrate with ecommerce platform content at 

the presentation layer using existing methods and tools.

2 31

Prepared for Chris Howell 
by Dug Falby
11 January 2011

This file: KH_integration.graffle
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Review of potential for Knowhow and Dixons Retail
eCommerce website integration

notes:

Katie B has explained how the three chain 

brands fit together with the new Knowhow 

brand. To explain this, she draws a diagram 

that looks a bit like an architecture of system 

components.

In this diagram, the KH element spans 

across all three chains and supports them 

as would a foundation.

1. Currently, the online experience model 

(what the experience feels like to the end-

user) of the Knowhow and three-chain 

websites is a cluster of independent units 

connected in some way. This model allows 

the Knowhow brand to develop in its own 

right while supporting the three chains.

2. This document suggests an alternative 

model where most of the content and 

functionality of the Knowhow brand is 

positioned as "the beating heart" of each 

chain. In this model we still need to have 

four independent websites to create the 

complete ecosystem but the emphasys is 

different and the content and services 

powered by knowhow really build on the 

existing three-chain experience and directly 

leverage the 3-chain Google authority and 

organic traffic.

Translating the approach to Knowhow as an enabling service brand that 

supports the three chain brands.

Currys PC World Dixons

Knowhow

Brands Online experience models

Currys PC World Dixons

Knowhow

=

=

1

2

KNOWHOW.COM

KH
KHKH

Prepared for Chris Howell 
by Dug Falby
11 January 2011
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Review of potential for Knowhow and Dixons Retail
eCommerce website integration

notes:

Knowhow content is distributed in such a 

way as to build Google authority around the 

themes of support, service and protection 

without dilluting the SEO value of the three 

chain sites.

Knowhow services and content are 

seamlessly integrated into the transactional 

websites.

1. knowhow.com is translated into "powered 

by Knowhow". The new brand is reinforced 

but is positioned as an enabler of the chain 

brand. In this example, the dark grey KH 

service bar replaces the existing green 

Currys service bar.

2. The information architecture of 

"Knowledgebase" is exposed in the form of 

web pages or search results native to the 

chain website.

3. In this example, the Knowledgebase 

"Computing" index page is displayed as a 

Currys service page theme index.

4. All content currently planned for release 

on independent KH website may be usefully 

and profitably rendered on the chain 

ecommerce websites.

Knowhow is the new beating heart of the Currys, PC World & Dixons 

service proposition and builds on the three chain Google authority.

2

1
1

2

3

4

4

I bought Foresee Results to measure design quality over 
time 

Setting up service and social channels as part of the siteBranding workshops: making sense of Knowhow brandRe-platform: I improved the delivery experience

I focused Currys on the “service” part of the triangle Explaining how the Currys and Knowhow experience fittedI merged Twitter posts into the core ecommerce platformThe new design balanced value choice and service
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Pour Giselle, nous 
espérons proposer des 
éléments interface qui 
réduisent le nombre de 
décisions en proposant 
des solutions préparées.

Orange online backup
Project:
Based in Orange Group Services, I managed a budget to launch new 
services and improve existing ones. 

The purpose of the project was to apply Orange brand thinking and 
personality to a legacy java backup tool. The absolute core of the project 
was to identify what customers felt, cared about and understood about 
their backup needs. I identified the need for three parallel service 
configurations based on user type and the need to create a product 
language more aligned with customer needs and values. For example, I 
changed the way the service described what it did from “Cloud backup and 
restore” to simply “Protect me” and “Repair my files”

Role:
Independent design consultant acting as design authority for Orange 
Group services. This project demonstrates the power of task and attitude-
based segmentation (attitude-based personas) in selling new experiences 
in a large, matrix managed organisation. 

While at France Telecom (Orange parent company) I worked entirely in 
French, leading workshops, directing, selling and supervising design teams,  
software vendors and integrators across the UK and France. 

Online backup was one of many services managed and launched under my 
leadership.

Activities:
Lead stakeholder workshops
Digital strategy
User needs analysis
Segmentation and personas
User testing
Art direction

SME user UI moodboard Advanced level protect UI Simple “protect” UI Protect in progress
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Orange B2B Office cloud

Project situation
A project to create a user interface toolkit for a European comms product 
for Orange and Mobistar business customers. The project was a joy to run, 
a real testament to what a small team running Agile methodologies can do 
even as part of a heavyweight organisation.

The end product was rolled out quickly to the two markets and has been a 
huge success. After the launch, learnings from this product development 
were fed back into the France Telecom consumer portal which now offers 
its customers best-in-class converged communications tools.

Action and outcomes
Independent design consultant acting as design authority for Orange 
Group services. 

I worked with a three-man team (in French), helping dev teams move 
from waterfall-based production methodology to a user-centred design 
process built on the Garrett elements of user experience. The challenge 
was to manage stakeholders and guarantee delivery excellence in three 
international locations. I Creative Directed a design team in Bristol, acted 
as product owner facing off to the business in Paris and covered quality 
control with the dev team in Sophia.

Activities:
International management
Lead stakeholder workshops
User needs analysis
User testing
Supported creation of product backlog
Wrote UAT test success criteria
Creative direction
CSS coding and rationalisation
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GPCR SARfari workbench rethink
Project situation
This is an early project and is shown here as an example of an experience 
consultant delivering the whole product lifecycle hands-on. The brief was 
to create a new web-based front end experience for GPCR SARfari, an 
integrated chemogenomics workbench focused on GPCRs.

The purpose of the redesign was to bring together a number of remote 
services and package the product prior to a parent company merger. The 
product is now maintained by the European Molecular Biology Laboratory.

Action and outcomes
I acted as an independent design consultant. This project illustrates how 
a competent UX practitioner does not need to specialise in a vertical 
to create successful experiences. With no prior scientific knowledge I 
interviewed and workshopped with chemogeneticists and made sense of 
their complex subject matter and processes. 

I have done the same many times in other complex industries such as 
financial services and agribusiness.

Activities
Lead stakeholder workshops 
Lead product brand identity sessions
User needs analysis, competitive landscape
Lead co-design workshops
User testing
Sketching, prototyping in rough HTML
UI Visual design
Front end coding (HTML/CSS)

Brand moodboards Proposition messaging User segmentation

Tasks and interactions Interaction concepts Early testing on paper

Interface sketches Alexander Calder concept Refining SVG UI elements
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Thank you:-)
Get in touch

dug@goodlookslikethis.com
http://uk.linkedin.com/in/goodlookslikethis

http://twitter.com/dug


